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The Photography of John Thomson 约翰·汤姆森的摄影作 
 
Insert 
 
Thomson came back to England in 1872 from the Far East. He brought back with 
him all the photographs which he would need for his publications about China, 
and he used these photographs in his publications during his lifetime. And then in 
1920 was in his eighties, he paid a visit to the Wellcome Collection and asked the 
founder Mr Wellcome whether he was interested in having Thompson's 
photographs, and Wellcome said yes, and the photographs have been in the 
Wellcome Library ever since. 
 
Diarmuid: Hello, this is a special feature from BBC Learning English. 

I’m Diarmuid. 
 
Li: And I’m Li. 上次节目里我们向大家介绍了约翰·汤姆森的摄影作

品。约翰·汤姆森是来自苏格兰的一位摄影师，他在 19 世纪以旅游

者身份到中国各地拍摄了大量照片。今天我们来看看那些早期照片这

一百多年来是如何保护下来的，而且将如何在北京公开展出。 
  

 
Diarmuid: Today we’re talking about the photography of John Thomson, 

and how his historic collection of Chinese photos has been 
preserved for future generations. 

 
Li: At the beginning of the programme, we heard from William 

Schupbach, the curator of the Thomson Collection, on how 
the photos came to a British charity called the Wellcome 
Collection. Listen again. 

 
Insert 
 
Thomson came back to England in 1872 from the Far East. He brought back with 
him all the photographs which he would need for his publications about China, 
and he used these photographs in his publications during his lifetime. And then in 
1920 was in his eighties, he paid a visit to the Wellcome Collection and asked the 
founder Mr Wellcome whether he was interested in having Thompson's 
photographs, and Wellcome said yes, and the photographs have been in the 
Wellcome Library ever since. 
 
Diarmuid: But what did his collection actually consist of? 
 
Li: Well, according to the man in charge of the collection, the 

curator, there are hundreds of glass negative plates 玻璃底

片。 
 



 

 

Diarmuid: In the 1800s photographs were taken by allowing sunlight to 
pass through a camera which would then interact with 
chemicals on a glass negative. 

 
Li: That’s very different from the digital cameras we use these 

days. 我想那些保留了 120 年之久的玻璃底片一定特别易碎。 
 
Diarmuid: That’s right. Thomson’s glass negatives are incredibly fragile 

– it would be very easy to break them. So how have they 
survived for so long without being broken? 

 
Li: Listen to William’s explanation. He uses a wonderful phrase: 

benign neglect. 善意的忽视。 
 
Diarmuid: Benign neglect. 
 
Li:  He also talks about heavy crates 厚实的木板箱。 
 
Diarmuid: And handling. To handle. 
 
Li: 挪动。 
 
Insert 
 
I think for many years they were preserved by benign neglect. Nobody looked at 
them and they were not handled all that time. And it is handling that mainly 
causes damage so they were moved in these huge steel-lined, heavy crates that 
Thomson sent them in, crates that we’ve still got in the Wellcome Library and 
they were moved from one Wellcome Library storehouse to another, and they’ve 
been re-boxed and inter-leaved, and re-lined and studied, and the annotations of 
them have been transcribed. They have been measured and of course now they 
have been scanned onto the World Wide Web. 
 
Diarmuid: William told us how the negatives have been re-boxed. 
 
Li: 重新装箱。 
 
Diarmuid: Inter-leaved. 
 
Li: 相互隔开的。 
 
Diarmuid: And how their annotations have been transcribed. 
 
Li: 注解 annotations 誊写，抄录 transcribed. 
 
 
Diarmuid: It seems to me that if the glass negatives are so fragile, as 

well as being unique, it would be very dangerous to send 
them half-way around the world to China. 

 
Li: It would be very risky to send them, and also it wouldn’t 

make sense as the negatives themselves are quite small and 
not suitable for a gallery exhibition. 

 
Diarmuid: So what will be on exhibit in Beijing in 2009? 



 

 

Li: Let’s hear from William again, keeping our ears open for the 
words prints 影印件. 

 
Diarmuid: And scans. 
 
Li: 扫描。 
 
Insert 
 
Well the original photographs will not be going to Beijing because they are glass 
and they are incredibly fragile, and they’re unique, and they wouldn’t be very 
good to look at because they’re glass negatives. But what we are sending to 
Beijing are very high quality prints made from new very high quality scans from 
the original negatives and those are going to be exhibited at the Beijing World Art 
Museum in 2009. 
 
Li: So the Beijing exhibition will feature high-quality prints 

taken from the original glass negatives. 
 
Diarmuid: That’s right, Li. And I can say that having seen the prints of 

the photographs, they are really impressive. They have been 
blown-up to an enormous size so the detail is incredible. 

 
Li: I hope I’ll get a chance to see that exhibition in Beijing next 

April. 
 
Diarmuid: Me too. But if you can’t make it over there, you can still see 

the originals here in London. They’re kept at the Wellcome 
Collection for research and study. 

 
Li: So that scholars 学者 can learn more from them. 
 
Insert 
 
They’ll be kept here for scholars to study in a controlled atmosphere and 
controlled reading rooms. It’s still important to be able to look at the originals 
because they’ve got Thomson’s annotations on them, and they’ve got his re-
touchings. There are all sorts of things that one can learn from the original 
negatives even now that they’ve been digitized to such a high quality. 
 
Diarmuid: So there’s no excuse not to have a look at these unique and 

fascinating windows onto Chinese life in the 19th century. 
 
Li: They really are a historical treasure 历史珍品。 
 
Diarmuid: Well, that’s all for now then Li. 
 
Li: Yes, time for us to go but don’t forget to check our website 

www.bbcchina.com.cn for more interesting insights into 
British and Chinese culture. Bye for now. 

 
Diarmuid:  See you next time. 
 
 
 



 

 

Glossary 
 
historic collection 历史收藏 preserved （得以）保护的 

glass negative plates 玻璃底片 fragile 易碎/易损的 

unique 独一无二的 crates 木板箱 

annotations 注释 prints 影印件 

scans 扫描 scholars 学者 

 


